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rest anywhere within reach of its rapacious claws, and then only for some
time, This is somewhat borne out by the fact that there are two or three
smaller insects in the aquarium with my specimen, which have thus far
entirely eluded Ranatra's appetite.

A noticeable characteristic is the exceeding slowness of this insect's
rnotions. They are practically imperceptible, and only the change of
relative position of limbs or body makes one aware that it has moved.
On occasion, Ranatra swims, not very fast nor very gracefully, but
sufficiently well to afford it more rapid transportation when it chooses to
resort to this method of iocomotion. 'l'he fringing hairs of its long legs
are of great help in this. 'Ihe second and third pairs are the ones used in
swimrning and walking. or otherlise moving about, by this insect, the first
pair being used almost exclusively for prehension.

SOX/ttr CORRECTIONS TO DR. DYAR'S I-IST OF NOCTUIDS.
BY A. RADCLIFFE GROTE, HILDESHEIM, GERMANY.

In Dr. Dyar's recent very full l.nd careful List of North American
Noctuids, \trtrash. Cat., pp.g8-217, are a ferv errors which I rvould briefly
point out in this journal. They have mostly arisen from a neglect of a
couple of papers in Cem. Exr., and one in Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., 1895,
as well as from a two literal following of Prof. Snrith's Washington list.
lVith regard to the general sequence of the order adopted, I have given
that preferred by myself in these pages, and can only repeat here that the
Noctuid series ( Lit/tosia-.Moctua) affords a paraliel to that of the blues and
skippers in the butterflies, and that I should place them below the series
Bortbyx, Lacltneis-Gezmetra, disturbing as little as possible the older
classifications.

For sequence and nomenclatnre see my paper, CeN. ENr., XXXIII.,
116. The papers in CeN. IiNr. apparently neglected by Dr. Dyar are:
Yol. XXV., zr7, and t53. The types of the forrns theiein described are,
I believe, in the National Museum, Washington. lhey were sent at the
time to Prof. Riley.

I shall not especially and in detail again refer to the nanes of Mr.
Walker which incorrectly replace for the rnoment certain of these given by
me. They have been already discussed in these pages ; all the facts with
regard to the use ol Eorrnisa are given by me in the paper in the Am. Phil.
Proceedings, abcve alluded to, p. 4zg, r895. For Hormisa, which is a
synomyn of Elizeuxis, the term Litognal/ta should be substituted.
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A small box vras mailed to me at Bremen by the late Mr. Hill, from
Albany. As I remember, it contained, among the few specimens, the
types of flepiahts aurntzts (Sthenopis, Cat. p. 58o) and Rheumaltera
immediaia (34o4 Cat., marked with a star and type stated to be " lost ").

The contents of the box were deposited in the Bremen Museum for
preservation.

In Dr. Dyar's list of Noctuids, I notice the following double nar,nes :

The specimens identified as 2249 sericea, are probably zz53 aenustula.
What sericea is, is not known I the erroneous determination came from
Albany. No. zr34 and No. zr43 I considered identical. No. zzor
should be referred as synonymous with No. zzz3. The original namewas
changed by the authors.

2473. ,Formosa is type of. Chrysanltmpha, Grote, Proc. Arn. Phil.
Soc., 4r7, 1895. I cannot regard this as congeric with nonela,
which is type of Polychrytsia, Hubn. (Grote, id.). But I may be
wrong.

2475. ,A,reoides, not " rzroides";
Wash. Cat. 247.

this mistake is copied from Smith,

247g. Feslucce is type of ChrltsasPidia, IIubn. Verz. (Grote, id.), and
illistris is type of Euchalcia, which latter terrn is therefore here
wrongly employed, arid should be dropped. Speyer, Staudinger
and myself agree that Putnami is not a race of ifestaca, but a dis-
tinct species, and it appears to be also Asiatic in its range (Staud.
and Rebel Car. 2547, p. 237).

248g. Egena.' the identification of this
in Snrith's List, p. z5r, C.+N. Ewr.,

species from Florida, given
XY., 26, should have been

cl!eo.
2493. 'lhe identification of fralella with ou is incorrect, as stated

by Smith, Wash. List, p. 252. The two are distinct species, in
mv opinion. Any confnsion between them seems to arise from
a wrong identification of Guen6e's species.

On page zo6 of Dr. Dyar's List, the genera, Oxycilla tripla and
Zelicodes linearis, Proc. Am. Phil. Soc., 1.c., rE95, are omitted. Linearis
is wrongly cited under " Eornzisa," No. 3o33. Of this species Prof-.

Smith has written that it does not belong to Lilognatlza, and is not a

Deitoid at all. Types of these two species are in coll. Neumogen, where
Dr. Dyar examined them for me, 1.c., p. 4r8.

Mailed August rst, I9o3.




